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Abstract
The future of systems engineering initiative within the systems community has the mission to
realize the INCOSE Systems Engineering Vision 2025 published in 2014 and the forthcoming
SEV2035 now in draft form to be published in 2022. The mold for systems engineering
processes, methods, and tools has its roots in the era from the 1930s to the 1970s. That mold
embraced both disparate models and documents that were not integrated and relied on
verification and validation towards the tail end of the development process to catch defects
often attributable to mismatched interfaces and hidden interactions.

Verification is the matching of configuration items, components, subsystems, and the system to
their corresponding requirements to ensure that each has been built right. Validation is the
determination by the stakeholders that the right system has been produced based upon their
needs. Early validation is the determination that the right problem is being defined at the
current level of abstraction, given the validity of the problem definition at a higher level of
abstraction. Verification and validation methods include inspection, analysis (and simulation),
test, and demonstration. Specific to test are functional testing, structural testing, performance
testing, recovery testing, interface testing, and stress testing (Buede and Miller 2016).
Verification and validation (V&V) need to consider the political, economic, social, technological,
environmental, legal, and ethical (PESTELE) factors that contextually influence systems. V&V is
challenged to cope with the exponential increase in scale and complexity of systems that are
inherently nondeterministic with tightly coupled unintended, unanticipated, and possibly
unanticipatible internal and external interactions. V&V is further challenged by autonomous
systems, AI and machine learning technologies in assuring the observability, identifiability,
controllability, stability, and verifiability of systems.
Michael Griffin makes a compelling case that systems engineering is broken and envisions a
path forward in his 2010 paper “How do we fix system engineering?” presented at the 61st
Aeronautical Congress in Prague, Czech Republic. Systems engineering is fundamentally
concerned with elegant design having four attributes posed as questions relevant to both
verification and validation:
1. Does the system produce the anticipated behavior, the expected output, over the
expected range of input conditions, control variations, and so forth?
2. Is the system resilient?
3. Is the system efficient in the consumption of resources over the course of its lifecycle?
4. Does the system accomplish its intended purposes while minimizing unintended side
actions, side effects, and consequences?
Model-based systems engineering (MBSE), model-based engineering (MBE), and digital
engineering with its digital threads and digital twins are intended to assure the goodness of
design earlier in development with structural model checks and simulation. MBSE is centered
on the Object Management Group (OMG) Systems Modeling Language (SysML). The current
methods and tooling have systems engineers, or modelers supporting the systems engineers,
manually building diagram viewpoints with the system structure, behavior, and parametrics
captured in a database supporting structural checks and simulation. Given the scale, rich
interconnectedness, non-determinism, and complicatedness/complexity of today’s systems,
how many diagram viewpoints are needed? How much energy and time is required to generate
these model artifacts and assess their goodness? What is the balance between upfront
modeling and back-end verification and validation?
The fitness for purpose of our legacy and current molds is suspect in engineering the complex
systems of our current era and onwards into the future. The legacy mold was hardware centric

whereas today’s systems are computer/software centric with resultant mismatches in the
interface between systems engineering and software engineering. We must find a new mold for
systems engineering, including V&V, that is fit for purpose. We can look to the systems
engineering and software engineering practiced by the big five tech giants collectively known as
GAFAM or FAAMG: Alphabet (Google’s parent), Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Microsoft; as
well as the semiconductor industry and SpaceX. Google’s site reliability engineering, described
both online and in print, covers both systems and software engineering. Many of these
organizations use formal requirements and formal methods for verification as well as a
SecDevOps workflow.
V&V pain points include a) the basics such as inputs/outputs and artifacts, b) perceived value, c)
roles and responsibilities of the V&V lead and team, d) resourcing, e) prioritizing activities given
resource constraints, f) symbiotic relationships with other systems engineering activities and
artifacts to achieve early validation and build confidence towards verification, g) collectively
fighting the problems rather than fighting people, and h) using a measured, graded approach to
V&V.
V&V is inherently integral to risk and opportunity management and is therefore a consideration
in the concepting, requirements engineering, architecture, and integration of systems and the
development or revision of the enabling systems around the system of interest. These enabling
systems include C4ISR systems, acquisition systems, development systems, production systems
including the supply chains, training systems, deployment (transition) systems, operations &
maintenance systems, and disposal systems.
V&V applies as well to models in engineering, the modeling of the system context,
phenomenology, the system of interest, and the enabling systems. The V&V of these models
assesses both their fidelity and the stakeholder confidence in the models critical to the
imperatives for digital engineering, digital threads, and digital twins. The V&V of the integration
of these models is assessed by constraint theory as defined by INCOSE past president George
Friedman in his PhD research and is different from the theory of constraints.
The fundamental approach to the V&V of engineering models, systems of interest, and enabling
systems performs the following activities leveraged from model-based systems engineering:
1. Develop operational concept including use cases
2. Define ecosystem with system (or model) boundary and external interfaces
3. Develop, assess, and refine value model of objectives
4. Develop, relate, analyze, and refine inputs, outputs, functions, performance constraints,
interfaces, system-wide/technology constraints, trade-offs, and qualification constraints
5. Develop, relate, analyze, and refine architecture with relevant contextual, functional,
logical, physical, allocated, and interface views
6. Ensure feasibility
7. Obtain approvals.

Case studies, example models, and exercises illuminate the tutorial material from a V&V
perspective including test coverage and how much testing to achieve a given confidence level.
Also, what level of fidelity in analysis to be acceptable for V&V.

